Dear Estie
PART 1

I was for so many times wrong in your life. In October 2007 when I sent you the email message belo
here

under, I believed that was the last opportunity when I asked for forgiveness. I was fortunately incorr
and now have another opportunity and attempt to rectifiy matters, if I can.
The email I sent you in 2007 read as follows:

"FORGIVENESS"

Hello Estie

You must be wondering what is going on, all the sudden emails.

It(there) can be no other way. This is a matter without benefits and must be completed. I do not beli

that I am going to get a second chance to be granted. This is something I am doing under the instru
from our GOD, the Almighty, who hit me harder or more than I had ever imagined. This over the
outrageous
injustice (conscience) I did on(to) my wife, my children and that(what) I did to other people, the
indescribable/undescribable mess that I as a intelligent being of my life ??????

It could have been so much different! I was for a while balanced forever (only two know about this)
the Almighty GOD (owner of life and death) brought me back to ask for foregiveness or what I had
done as I cannot rectify (excuse myself from)......... also half the finished reponsibilities to complete
through in
what happened to my talents that the Benevolent had gifted me.

From the violence that which the Creator (GOD) had transgressed was it(it was evident) evident tha

did not want to make me affraid/ frightend me. He wanted me to deliberately learn me a lesson whe
without ceremony just flattened me.

It was due to your Mother's love, that I would certainly not have made it. But I am here with great
emotion, to ask for everthing associated with it. If this is going to be enough, it is a(n) extremely
debatable issue. However, I am prepared to wash your feet if it is going to be of assistance.

Forgive me. On paper, I am your father, but not in your heart.
I do not blame you.
I love you very much.

Greetings

PART 2

In this email in 2007, I did not have the courage (to apologise) for the injustice I did to you and
the family, what you you in grahical detail set out in one of the statements that I did not

acknowledge. I don't remember all the details as you do(did). I did not realise the dramatic effect my

reckless actions had on your life. I was responsible for disgusting your life and the true extent of the
implications thereof I cannot rectify.

It was with embarassment that I read the statement you had deposed. I can at no point argue with y
and don't want to even begin to convince myself. I am guilty of everthing that you describe, and I am
really sorry for what I had done to you. The damage that I placed on you was unjustifiable. You wer
wrong.
It was not your fault, it was mine. I was also not the best father, but you were the best daughter.

This was the opportunity that I am trying to ask for the forgiveness and (as possible ) an opportunity

reconciliation in the family to be possible. I understand that you do not want to see an opportunity to

meet me again because I am saying (stating) here on paper that I should gladly like to see you in pe

The damage that I had brought was also not limited to you but on my whole family as a result becau
my

actions. Once again, from the bottom of my heart, I am asking for humble apologies. I can no longe

with the unjust that I had done to you and am relieved to know to (that) everything here acknowledg
you.

The Shepherd (GOD) gave me no peace and I will have to live with the unjust what (that) I did to yo

our family. This is the cross that I will have to carry to (till) the day of my death. I am turing 83 one o

these days. The issues(matters) we have been discussing have lasted over 50 years and I had for a
time taken responsibility for this. I also ask forgiveness for this.

I wish you peace and hope that you willat last get peace, even though you might not want to see me
again.
Go well my child and I continue loving you.

Signed 14 May 2021 and translated from Afrikaans to English
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